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3,012,219 
DHKEQTIONAL COUPLERS 

Donald J. Nigg, i’rairie Village, Kana, msignor to the 
United States of America as represented by the United 
States Atamic Energy Commission 

Filed .iune 4, 1959, Ser. No. 318,234 
5 Claims. (Cl. 3333-40) 

This invention relates to apparatus which may be em 
ployed for coupling energy ?owing in a primary transmis 
sion line into a secondary transmission line in a manner 
such that the direction of flow in the secondary line is 
responsive to the direction of energy ?ow in the primary 
transmission line. Devices of this type have become 
known as directional couplers and are generally employed 
in connection with various known types of high frequency 
transmission lines, such as Wave guide, two-wire line, and 
coaxial cable. 
One general type of directional coupler is that which 

employs coupling elements which are arranged between 
the primary and secondary lines and are spaced a quarter 
wave length apart in the direction of energy ?ow. Cou 
plers of this general type have become known as quarter 
wave directional couplers. The usual coupling elements 
employed are only nominally either inductive of capaci 
tive, whereas purely inductive or capacitive coupling ele 
ments are'actually necessary to attain ideal performance. 

In an ideal quarter-Wave directional coupler, only the 
coupled direct energy will appear at one of its secondary 
terminals and only the coupled re?ected energy will ap 
pear at the other secondary terminal. 

Prior art quarter-wave directional couplers, particularly 
the T.E.M. mode side-by-side types in miniaturized ver 
sions have not attained this ideal performance because 
the necessary proximity of the primary and secondary 
transmission lines or the very nature of the coupling ele 
ments themselves invariably has resulted in some ap 
preciable degree of an undesired combination type of 
coupling, i.e., both inductive and capacitive, and in a con 
sequent reduced directivity. 

It is a principal object of this invention to provide a 
directional coupler of superior electrical performance, 
particularly useful in the microwave frequency range be 
low 4060 megacycles. 

Another object of the invention is to provide anew 
and improved transmission line coupling means. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide improved coupling means particularly useful with 
transmission lines wherein the transverse electromagnetic 
mode of transmission is used. ' 
A further object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved directional coupling means of relatively simple 
and inexpensive construction particularly adaptable to 
miniaturization. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide an 

improved directional coupler means permitting a high 
degree of design ?exibility. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved directional coupler means which lends itself to 
broad-banding. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved directional coupler which may be constructed 
in accordance with either stripline or “Microstrip” prin 
ciples. 

Other and further objects of the invention will be ob 
vious upon an understanding of the illustrative embodi 
ments about to be described, or will be indicated in the 
appended claims, and various advantages not referred to 
herein will occur to one skilled in the art upon employ 
ment of the invention in practice. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention has been 

chosen for purposes of illustration and description. The 
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preferred embodiment illustrated is not intended to be 
exhaustive nor to limit the invention to the precise form 
disclosed. It is chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention and their applica 
tion in practical use to thereby enable others skilled in the 
art to best utilize the invention in various embodiments 
and modi?cations as are best adapted to the particular 
use contemplated. 

In the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a conventional 

quarter-Wave type directional coupler; 
FIG. 2 is a side view showing a preferred embodiment 

of the invention and having a‘ portion broken away; 
FIG. 3 is an exploded view in perspective of the device 

shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a plan view showing the relationship of the . ' 

stripline conductors of the device; 
FIG. 5 is a diagram indicating approximate dimensions 

which the stripline array of FIG. 4 may take for certain 
frequencies; 

FIG. 6 is a plan view showing a single stripline con 
ductor of modi?ed form; 
FIGS. 7a-7d are plan views similar to FIG. 4 which 

demonstrate the design ?exibility permitted by the in 
vention; 

FIG. 8 is a plan view of a’portion of a printed circuit 
employing a single ground plane; 
FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken along line 9—9 of 

FIG. 8; 
FIG‘. 10 is a plan view of stripline conductors in a 

broadbanded modi?cation of the device; and 
FIG. 11 is a plan view of second stripline embodiment 

of the invention wherein the primary ground plate has 
been removed. 
The quarter-wave type of directional coupler will ?rst 

be discussed in general and idealized terms with partic 
ular reference to FIG. 1. A primary transmission line 
‘comprised of energy source branch 11 and load branch 
13 is coupled to a secondary transmission line comprised 
of re?ected energy branch 12 and direct energy branch 14 
by means of coupling elements No. l and No. 2. Cou 
pling element No. l is joined to the primary and second 
ary lines at junctions A and D respectively, and coupling 
element N0. 2 is joined to the primary and secondary 
lines at junctions B and C respectively. Junctions A 
and B are spaced apart by a quarter-wave length along 
the primary as are junctions C and D along the secondary. 
In operation, two equal quanta of the wave energy enter 
ing source branch 11 in transit to load branch 13 are 
diverted or coupled into the secondary transmission line 
by the coupling elements. These two equal Wave energy 
quanta reach the direct energy branch 14 of the secondary 
by two separate paths of equal length (namely ABC and 
ADC) at the same time or “in phase” and add to produce 
a wave energy output. I 

Equal wave energy quanta leaving primary junction 
A also have two separate paths (namely ABCD and AD 
which di?er in length by one-half a wave length) by 
which they can reach junction D for ?ow into re?ected 
energy branch 12. However, since the wave energy 
quantum coupled at coupling element No. 2 must travel 
one-half a wave length further than the wave energy 
quantum coupled at coupling element No. 1, it neces 
sarily arrives at junction D 180° out of phase with the 
latter wave energy quantum to effect a wave cancellation 
which results in zero output at branch 12. Thus in an 
ideal directional coupler with energy in transit from 
source to load, only the direct energy branch of the di 
rectional coupler will have an output. When the trans 
mission direction in the primary is reversed as when 
Wave energy is re?ected by the load back to the source, 
the directional coupler will reverse its operation and re 
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spond so that an output will appear in the secondary only 
at the re?ected energy branch 12. As has been pointed 
out, the miniaturized T.E.M. side-by-side quarter-wave 
couplers of the prior art have not attained this ideal of 
performance. 

Described generally, the device embodying the present 
invention as shown in FIGS. 2-11 comprises a quarter 
wave type directional coupler of shielded stripline or 
“sandwich” construction wherein the coupling elements 
are substantially pure capacitances. 
With further reference to FIGS. 2~ll of the drawings, 

the invention is shown embodied in a directional cou 
pling device, generally indicated at 10 in FIGS. 2 and 3, 
coupling a primary coaxial transmission line comprised of 
source branch 11 and load branch 13 to a secondary co 
axial transmission line comprised of re?ected energy 
branch 12. and direct energy branch 14. A uniform sys 
tem of reference numerals denoting various transmis 
sion line branches is used throughout the present dis 
closure. 
As may be best seen from FIG. 3, the device 10 is 

comprised generally of ?ve stacked layers which may be 
fastened together by bolts or other suitable means. Pri 
mary and secondary ground plates, 21 and 22 respective 
ly, are the outermost layers. Each has two suitably lo 
cated conductor openings therethrough which are indi~ 
vidually rimmed by bosses on the outer ground plate 
surface. Each of these openings permits the insulated 
center conductor of a coaxial transmission line branch 
to pass through the ground plate while the associated boss 
provides a convenient location for connecting the co 
axial shielding of the branch to that ground plate. 

Primary and secondary stripline cards 31 and 32 re 
spectively which are respectively associated with ground 
plates 21 and 22, comprise the next outermost layers of 
the device. These may be made of glass-?ber-reinforced 
tetra fluoroethylene (“Te?on”), although any other suit 
able insulating material may be used. Each of the strip— 
line cards also has two conductor openings which are lo 
cated so that, when a card and its associated ground 
plate are in proper stacked relation, each conductor 
opening in the card is aligned with a ground plate con 
ductor opening, thereby enabling two coaxial transmis 
sion line branch center conductors to pass through an 
associated ground plate and card pair. . 
A stripline conductor is carried on one side of each 

stripline card (primary stripline conductor 41 on card 31 
and secondary stripline conductor 42 on card 32) in such 
a way that the stripline conductor is insulated by the card 
from the ground plate associated with that card; that is, 
it is disposed on the card surface remote from the ground 
plate. Primary stripline conductor 41 has perforated 
terminal ends 43 and 45 spaced so that the center con 
ductors of coaxial branches 11 and 13 respectively may 
extend therethrough and be connected thereto, as by 
soldering. Secondary stripline conductor 42 has similar 
ends 44 and 46 for similar connection to the center con 
ductors of branches 12 and 14 respectively. The strip 
line conductors of the illustrated embodiment may be 
made of metal foil and secured in place on the cards at 
assembly by the solder joints of the electrical connec 
tions. While shown as being separate parts, the conduc 
tors may be “printed” on the cards by photo etching or 
any other process of producing a conducting element on 
an insulated surface. 
A thin dielectric spacer 50 comprises the central layer 

of‘ the device and serves to space and insulate the pri 
mary stripline conductor 41 from the secondary stripline 
conductor 42 on opposed faces of cards 31 and 32 respec 
tively when all the elements of the device are properly 
assembled in stacked relation. Although the dielectric 
spacer 50 is preferably made of substantially paper-thin 
rifluorochlorethylene (“Kel-F”) sheeting, any other di 
electric material having suitable properties may be used. 
It should be noted that a vacuum or various gasses may 
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4 
serve as a satisfactory dielectric medium when separate 
mechanical spacing means are employed. 
As has been indicated, electrical connection of the de 

vice to primary and secondary coaxial transmission lines 
is as follows: The coaxial shield of source branch 11 and 
load branch 13 is each connected to the primary ground 
plate 21 and the insulated center conductors of each pass 
through a conductor opening in the ground plate and on 
through an aligned conductor opening in primary strip 
line card 31 to a point where each center conductor is 
connected respectively to ends 43 and 45 of stripline con 
ductor 41. Similarly, the re?ected energy branch 12 and 
the direct energy branch 14 of the secondary coaxial 
transmission line have their shielding connected to sec 
ondary ground plate 22 and their center conductors re 
spectively connected to ends 44 and 46 of secondary 
stripline conductor 42. It thus becomes apparent that 
the center conductors of the primary transmission line 
branches are electrically joined by primary stripline con 
ductor 41 as are the center conductors of the secondary 
transmission line branches by secondary stripline con 
ductor 42. It should be noted that when the device is 
tightly assembled the two stripline conductors are general 
ly held in very close dielectrically spaced relationship, 
being separated by only the thin dielectric spacer 50. 

Although not necessary to the operation of the device, 
the primary and secondary ground plates are shown elec 
trically connected by means of the bolts which, as has 
been pointed out, also function to hold the elemental 
layers of the device together. Such electrical intercon 
nection of the ground plates a?ords a better transition 
from coaxial to stripline transmission lines. When such 
improved transitions are desired, a number of fasteners 
may be arrayed in a roughly circular pattern around each 
transition. 

Although the device has been described for use with 
a secondary transmission line comprised of both re?ected 
and direct energy branches, it is apparent that a suitable 
energy attenuator may be incorporated in the device or 
otherwise substituted for either secondary branch. This 
would, in effect, reduce the secondary to one branch 
which, of course, would produce an output only from 
energy ?owing in a particular direction in the primary 
transmission line. - 

A more particular description of the relationship be 
tween the primary and secondary stripline conductors of 
the device follows. For this purpose, attention is directed 
to FIG. 4 wherein the stripline conductors 41 and 42 of 
one embodiment of the device are shown to be of some 
what dog-legged form and together form a closed array 
as viewed in plan. The stripline conductors are arranged‘ 
such that stripline conductor 41 crosses over stripline: 
conductor 42 at two places to form capacitive areas 51 
and 52 which are de?ned in extent by the mutual pro 
jection or overlying portions of the two stripline con 
ductors. ’ 

Portions of the two stripline conductors lying within‘ 
capacitive areas 51 and 52 and spaced by previously de—' 
scribed dielectric spacer 50 comprise the capacitive cou-~ 
pling elements of the device. It should be noted that 
these coupling elements have no leads in the usual sense 
for joining to the primary and secondary stripline con 
ductors. Another way of viewing this latter point is. 
that due to the unique arrangement of the stripline con 
ductors, the capacitive coupling element leads have been 
reduced substantially to zero length which, in turn, sub 
stantially eliminates coupling capacitor lead inductance 
which has been troublesome in prior art devices. 

It is to be further noted that the centers of capacitive 
areas 51 and 52 are spaced apart a total stripline con 
ductor center-line distance of approximately one-quarter 
wave length and that each stripline conductor extends 
outwardly beyond the capacitive areas a short distance 
sufficient to isolate the stripline ends from these areas. 
Since these stripline extensions function as electrical ex 
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tensions of the center ‘conductors of the primary and 
secondary lines, they are for convenience denoted by 
numerals 11, 12, 13, and 14 in accordance with the 
uniform transmission line branch reference number sys 
tem of this disclosure. 
The angular relationship of the stripline conductors 

in the neighborhood of capacitive areas 51 and 52 is of 
primary importance in achieving the superior electrical 
performance of the device. The desired relationship 
is that the stripline conductor centerlines form substan 
tially a right angle as they cross. This places each strip 
line conductor in magnetic coupling null relationship 
with respect to the other and thereby substantially elimi 
nates undesirable inductive coupling effects. Hence, 
essentially pure capacitive coupling is achieved with the 
device. 
The general operation of the present device is sub 

stantially the same as that of the previously described 
idealized quarter-wave directional coupler of FIG. 1. If 
the present device counterparts of junctions A and D 
and coupling element No. 1 of the ideal device are 
thought of as being concentrated at capacitive area ‘51 and 
junctions B and C and coupling element No. 2 are simi 
larly thought of as being concentrated at capacitive area 
52, the previous description of the operation of the ideal 
ized coupler may be applied to the present device as 
shown in FIG. 4. 
FIGURE 5 shows the manner in which a “Te?on” 

glass card insulated stripline array such as is shown in 
FIG. 4 varies in size according to the approximate cen 
ter frequency of the band for which it is designed. It is 
evident that the design wave length value generally con 
trols the minimum area dimensions of the various layers 
of such a device designed for a particular‘ frequency, and 
therefore generally controls its overall size. 
The coupling and directivity characteristics of the de 

vice may be altered by substituting di?erent dielectric 
spacers 50 of varying thicknesses or dielectric constants. 
For example, the use of a thinner dielectric spacer will 
result in tighter coupling and in increased directivity. 
In addition, the coupling characteristics of the device 
may be altered by changing the size of the mutual pro 
jection or overlying portions of each stripline conductor. 
As an example of this technique, FIG. 6 shows quarter 
wave spaced pad enlargements 60 on a stripline con 
ductor. When two such modi?ed conductors are properly 
positioned the size of the capacitive coupling areas is 
increased, which, in turn, results in tighter coupling. 
This latter technique of varying areas is especially use 
ful at the lower frequencies where the dielectric spacer 
variation technique may meet with practical minimum 
thickness limitations. 

Although the relation of the stripline conductors has 
been described in terms of stripline conductors embody 
ing a somewhat dog-legged form, such a form is merely 
an exempli?cation of a number of con?gurations that 
the stripline conductors may take, a few of which are 
shown in FIGS. 711-7a‘. The only requirements of a 
workable stripline conductor con?guration are that it is 
adapted to cross over another at two places which de 
?ne substantially equal capacitive areas having substan 
tially equal actual energy coupling value in the particu 
lar circuit and which are spaced a quarter-wave length 
apart along the centerline of each conductor and that 
such centerlines include substantially a right angle in the 
neighborhood of such crossovers. Although the various 
illustrations all show somewhat similar con?gurations 
being used together, dissimilar con?gurations may be 
used so long as the above requirements are adhered to. 

While the preferred embodiment illustrates transition 
from coaxial primary and secondary transmission lines 
to a stripline directional coupler con?guration, it is obvi 
ous that the coupler may directly couple primary and 
secondary printed circuit transmission lines, i.e., the 
coupler con?guration may be an integrally incorporated 
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6 
elemental part of a more complex board circuit of 
either type. 
FIGURES 8-9 show the directional coupler of the in 

vention as an element of larger more complex printed 
circuit (not shown) which employs only a single ground 
plane. As such, the coupler is comprised of a dielectric 
base card 64 having etched primary and secondary trans 
mission lines having branches (11 and 13) and (12 and 
14) respectively on one card face and a conducting 
ground plane 65 on the other. As etched (shown in the 
left hand portion of FIG. 8), one of the transmission 
lines is discontinuous where it would otherwise inter 
sect the other transmission line. These discontinuities 
are then bridged by suitable conducting crossover straps 
66 which are soldered or otherwise connected to the dis 
continuous segments to electrically complete the discon 
tinuous line and to establish capacitive crossover areas. 
A thin dielectric shim 67 is interposed between the cross 
over strap and that portion of the other circuit over 
which it crosses. Thus it is seen that in a single-ground 
plane printed circuit application a capacitive coupling 
unit is comprised of a portion of a continuous transmis 
sion line, a thin dielectric shim, and a crossover strap. 
The operation of such a quarter-wave directional coupler 
as an element of a single-ground-plane printed circuit 
is substantially as previously described for an ideal cou 
pler. It should be noted that the requirements of a work 
able single-ground-plane printed circuit coupler con?gu 
ration and the degree of ?exibility in such design are 
the same as previously described for stripline conductors. 
The previously described crossover straps 66 may be 

conveniently etch-formed (in otherwise unoccupied cir 
cuit board or card locations such are indicated at 68 and 
69 in FIG. 8) during the circuitry etching process. After 
such forming, the strap may be peeled off the board or 
card and soldered in place to bridge the aforementioned 
discontinuities. 
To further illustrate the ?exibility of the device, FIG. 

10 shows a pair of stripline con?gurations constituting 
a multiple path coupler array having broad band char 
acteristics. As illustrated, there are three capacitive cou 
pling areas, namely 73, 74, and 75, which vary in area 
in accordance with the well known general principles 
of the binomial coe?icient method of broadbanding direc 
tional couplers. 
FIGURE 11 shows another embodiment of the inven 

tion incorporating means whereby the frequency response 
may ‘be tuned over a wide range. For convenience the 
primary ground plate is not shown. Reference numerals 
used to denote similar parts in the preferred embodiment 
of FIG. 3 are used where applicable in FIG. 11. Suit 
able slots 81 and 82 respectively in the primary and 
secondary layers of the device provide passageways for 
fasteners 80 to pass through and hold the various layers 
of the device in stacked relation. In addition, the slots 
and fasteners enable the lateral shifting of the primary 
and secondary elements with respect to each other in a 
direction so as to vary the quarter-wave length spacing 
of the capacitive coupling areas and tune the device to 
various frequencies, but at the same time enablins the 
maintenance of angle 0 at its optimum value of 90 de 
grees. 

it is apparent that the invention provides a Wide lati 
tude for the designer, especially in miniaturization, and 
also enables devices embodying the invention to be readily 
adjustable in a number of different ways. In addition it 
is seen that devices embodying the invention achieve 
superior directional coupling performance primarily as a 
result of a unique arrangement of stripline conductor pairs 
whereby undesired inductive coupling effects are sub 
stantially eliminated. 
As various changes may be made in the form, construc 

tion and arrangement of the parts herein without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the invention and With 
out sacri?cing any of its advantages, it is to be under 
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‘stood that all matter herein is to be interpreted as illus 
trative and not in a limiting scope. 

I claim: 
1. A directional coupler comprising a pair of spaced 

apart ground plane members, a ?rst substantially planar 
conductor of non-rectilinear con?guration intermediate 
said ground plane members and spaced therefrom, a sec 
ond substantially planar conductor of non-rectilinear con 
?guration intermediate said ground plane members and 
spaced therefrom, said conductors being disposed in 0p 
posed relationship to each other and crossing each other 
at a plurality of locations of substantially equal spacing 
along each other and with their centerlines de?ning sub 
stantially right angles in the neighborhoods of their cross 
ings, and a layer of solid dielectric material intermediate 
said ?rst and second conductors spacing them from each 
other. 

2. The device of claim 1 ‘wherein said conductors are 
provided with’ enlargements at said crossing locations. 

3. The device of claim 1 wherein at least one of said 
conductors is movable with respect to the other to vary 
the effective length of said equal spacing. 

4. A directionai coupler comprising a pair of spaced 
apart ground plane members, a pair of substantially planar 
conductors intermediate said ground plane members and 
spaced therefrom each having a concave-like con?gura 
tion at one edge thereof and a convex-like con?guration 
at an opposite edge thereof, said conductors being dis 
posed With said concave-like edges toward each other and 
the conductors crossing each other at a plurality of loca 
tions of substantially equal spacing along each other and 
centerlines of the conductors de?ning substantially right 
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angles in the neighborhoods of their crossings, and a layer 
of solid dielectric material intermediate said conductors 
spacing them from each other. 

5. A directional coupler having primary and secondary 
sections each comprised of a ground plane plate, an in 
sulating card next inwardly of said plate, and an inner 
conductor next inwardly adjacent said card, said primary 
and secondary sections being spaced by a solid ‘dielectric 
layer intermediate said inner conductors, said inner con 
ductors being shaped and arranged that one crosses the 
other at locations of substantially equal spacing along 
each other in a manner such that their centerlines de?ne 
substantially right angles within the immediate neighbor 
hood of said crossings and such that their mutual pro 
iection portions comprise dielectrically spaced capacitive 
coupling elements, said ground plane plates having means 
for grounding the shielding of associated transmission 
line branches and said sections being penetrated at said 
means to enable the center conductor of an associated 
branch line to' pass through said section and connect with 
an end of the inner conductor associated with the section 
penetrated thereby. 
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